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The Royal Docks
a zone in rapid transition

Barrier Park 
(flour mill in 
the distance)

Proposed AquariumLondon City 
AirportExcel Business Centre

Brittania
Village19th century factory housing



The docks as a contested place/space (poster by Loraine 
Leeson)



•Trail workshops, 
community group 

•Different media:

•CD pack and map guides 
for new residents

•Website version for 
custom-made trails: 
download to mp3 players

•Google maps

•Plaques on walls with 
website address

•Guided walks with CD 
players



Trains, Planes and Graffiti walls
Result of workshops in composition and interviewing skills at the Asta Centre, 
Silvertown



  





 Active, ‘live’ multi-sensory way of exploring locality 
 Encourages people to reflect about their surroundings – in recording and 

listening 
 Listeners felt empathy towards other ages/classes/cultures 
 Uses sound, music and different voices to explore the shifting present as well as 

the past 
 Engaging and authentic, gives local people a voice, multi-vocal (vs 

conventional tour)  
 Can help people feel more attached to a place: ‘Deepening my attachment to 

the river. Like roots shooting off into the soil‘ 
 

 If they do it, people like it – asked to rate experience /10 
 (Sample: 150 adults)  97 per cent ranked 7 or above 
                   83 per cent ranked 8 or above 
                   41 per cent ranked 9 or 10/10 
 
 Art that lasts (recordings can be played/downloaded for many years) 
 



www.memoryscape.org.uk





   
 Find each of the following. Map your journey. 
   
 An object (that you can bring back – please do so) 
 A line of power 
 A memory (yours) 
 A memory (from a third party) 
 An absence 
 An atmosphere 
 An emotional moment 
 A movement memory 
 A possible future 
 A layer 
 A hidden history 

 





Joyce Pillaria 



 

i went through the oral history clips and showed then how they tied in to place 
and memories. I detailed the meanings of the words and how they provide clues 
— symbolism symbolism symbolism

The kids went out I gave them an hour because it was a beautiful morning and 
they were having so much fun — I drove around to 'spy' on them and take 
fotos... below i got caught by matthew and lisa



We mapped on the floor like you did... I made 
them espresso and panini and recorded their conversation



 

But their stories and their rationale blew me away. They are 14 - 17 years old 
and they were making links to the oral history to italian immigration, ville
emard stories, places, their generation vrs the older ones — they sounded 
like MA students.



 

Marisa trying to get an interview...
They had a hard time getting interviews 
from old people on the street and they 
commented that maybe it was because the 
old people have to feel like you really care 
to listen otherwise they won't talk to you. (
I told them to approach slow-moving 
people)

The church was an obvious example of 
power but their twist was different.
Lisa: Like my grandfather said 'it's ours'.
Matthew: It’s not like political power but 
social power. they were together and their 
power came from the unity.
Lisa: and also the street Jolicoeur because 
you told us the French had the stores 
mostly on Monk, the Italians on Jolicoeur, 
so that’s where they were all together, so 
they were just stronger, being all together



 Anthony: lanes are 
also power you used to 
say that they fought 
the french in the lanes, 
for the italians it was a 
place of power  

  
Joyce: It’s interesting 
the places you picked 
about power whether 
it was the lanes, 
Jolicoeur or the 
church, you were 
associating power with 
unity whether it was 
formal or informal 

  
Matthew: We (our 
generation) don't have 
that. they needed each 
other, we fly solo. 
Joyce: that's a 
wonderful observation 
to make how power 
changes from one 
generation to the next. 
 



 

There are so many stories, but overall they really 
did a great job in rationalizing their stories and 
that's what I was looking for was how many links 
they could make and the quality of the thinking. 
The stories were the biggest help in setting off 
their imagination. They were thrilled to do this, 
they all commented on how now they see things 
differently and that it opened their minds.

I called all the parents and told them about the 
experience and some parents want to do it too 
now. Maybe in the spring I'll open it up to parents 
as well only the kids will run the show and the 
parents will have to justify their choices to their 
kids... it will be interesting to see how the two 
generations react. I'll make it a bit different of 
course.

Thank you so much Toby for opening up my mind 
to all this and teaching me how to do it. This was a 
wonderful gift you gave me and I hope I did the 
same for these young people.
thanks
joyce



Trycyclingathon map



The Free University of Seething 
http://www.seethingwells.org/University_of_Seething.

html 
Surbiton Ski Sunday 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HW83tOZD9o  

 
The Seething Procession 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2E-do6O-

d54&list=UUN0F6DhCxVd7pTkTnLBxGvw&index=1&f
eature=plcp  
 



Scenes from Street Museum



 
Feels like the advent of the printing press – best thought of as a communication 
tool, with its own strengths and weaknesses 
 
GPS technology becoming ubiquitous, but real need to experiment with content 
and evaluate experience 

 
 Wide appeal? it’s local; accessibility, equipment - different platforms; ethical 

issues of place-based memory using recordings in new contexts; huge 
challenges for oral history archives (eg stories matter); new skill sets needed 

 
 Tremendous potential for low impact interpretation in challenging locations 

and potential for creating deep learning experiences 
 - issue-based trails 
 - place ‘thickening’ 
 - community c0-creation 
 - cross-generational work 
 
 



  
t.butler@uel.ac.uk 

 
memoryscape.org.uk  

portsofcall.org.uk 
Raphael-samuel.org.uk 

 
MA Heritage Studies: place, memory and history 

raphael-samuel.org.uk (see courses section) 
 
 
 

 

 



An Audio Tour of Food Stories in Brixton Market 
by Laura Mitchison 
http://brixtonmunch.wix.com/brixtonmunch 

 
The Way Home; A Walk Around Hackney’s 

Housing History by Rosa Vilbr 
http://hackneyhousingtour.wordpress.com/ 

 
 

 
 
 


